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Are you a German speaking traveler? This book is the easy solution for a difficult problem: How
to understand and being understood when you travel through English speaking countries. Do you
want to travel and get there when you need it? In this book you can find the word you need by
using a clickable table of contents that will lead you to phrase examples for the word you need
to use. Or else, you can find the word you need by searching the keyword in the "search and
find" tab of your mobile device. Purchase you copy today and travel with ease and elegance!
Follow this course for 35 minutes a day and in six weeks you'll be speaking German! Elisabeth
Smith has used her wide teaching experience to write a course that covers just the vocabulary
and the grammar that you really need. This day-by-day programme is easy to follow and fun to
do. At the end of six weeks, you'll have the confidence and knowledge to tackle all the
situations you need to know about, such as shopping, eating out and getting around. With just
the essential words and phrases to learn, and flashcards at the back of the book to help learn
them, progress is fast and enjoyable. By the end of this course, you will be at Level A2 of the
Common European Framework for Languages: Can understand sentences and frequently used
expressions. Can communicate in simple and routine tasks.
When you're learning a new language, a cognate is an easy word to remember because it looks and
means the same thing as a word you already know. For example, "accent" in English means the
same as "Akzent" in German. A word is cognate with another if both derive from the same word in
an ancestral language. In the case both coming from the Latin word "accentus," meaning "tone,
signal or intensity" Focus your German learning on the most frequently used cognates. Learn
what you already know. One of the usual mistakes when learning a foreign language is that the
student has no priorities. All the unknown words get the same attention. It makes a lot of
sense to identify and focus your learning on the words you are already familiar with. In this
book, youll find the list of the most used cognate words. Using an algorithm that provides the
ranking, this book will provide you with the 100 most frequent cognate words you have to learn
first to get around when traveling or interacting with German speaking people. The example
phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. No complications. Straight and simple. So,
don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important cognates you have to
learn to master your German! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
When face-to-face with a real German speaker, do you freeze? Do you know how to ask for
directions in German or communicate if there's an emergency? If your answer to any of the
previous questions was 'Yes', then this book is for you! If there's anything more challenging
than learning the grammar rules of a new language, it's knowing what to say and having the
courage to speak with confidence. We know how you feel - You always try to avoid making
embarrassing mistakes or not getting your message through correctly, but it will happen anyway.
'How do I get out of this situation?', You may ask yourself, but have yet to find a straightforward answer. Until now. We have compiled 50 German Stories along with their translations,
providing new German speakers with the necessary tools to begin effectively studying how to set
a meeting, how to check into a hotel and even what to say during an emergency! Our German
dialogues get straight to the point saving you precious time. There's no benefit learning words
and phrases you will never actually use! If you want to learn German quickly and have a ton of
fun along the way, obviously, this book is for you! How Conversational German Dialogues works:
• Each new chapter will have a fresh, new story between two or more people who wish to solve a
common, day-to-day problem that you will most likely experience in real life. • A German
version of the conversation will take place first, followed by an English translation. This
ensures that you fully understood just what it was that they were saying! • Before and after
the main section of the book, we shall provide you with an introduction and conclusion that
will offer you important strategies, tips and tricks to allow you to get the absolute most out
of this learning material. • That's about it! Simple, useful and incredibly helpful; you will
NOT need another conversational German book once you have started reading and studying this
one! Focus on getting from zero to conversationally fluent, so you can: -Travel or live in
Germany or any German speaking country without relying on Google Translate -Join German
conversations with your German speaking coworkers, friends, or family members -Date Germanspeakers without embarrassing yourself -Stop getting passed over for jobs or promotions for
less-qualified people who are bilingual We want you to feel confident while learning German;
after all, there should never be a language barrier stopping you from traveling around the
world and expanding your social circles! So look no further! Grab your copy of Conversational
German Dialogues and start learning German right now!
Learn German - Level 3: Lower Beginner
Volume 1: Lessons 1-40
Technical English
Learn German - Level 2: Absolute Beginner
German: Adverbs Fast Track Learning.
Learn German - Level 7: Intermediate
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The easy way to learn the most common words and phrases, this up-to-date reference incorporates terms related to
computers, cell phones, and other digital technology, along with slang and other 21st-century vernacular. In addition to
handy sections on grammar and pronunciation, it features quick charts of numbers, times, dates, seasons, and more.
It's true that some people spend years studying German before they finally get around to speaking the language. But
here's a better idea. Skip the years of study and jump right to the speaking part. Sound crazy? No, it's language
hacking. Unlike most traditional language courses that try to teach you the rules of German, #LanguageHacking shows
you how to learn and speak German through proven memory techniques, unconventional shortcuts and conversation
strategies perfected by one of the world's greatest language learners, Benny Lewis, aka the Irish Polyglot. Using the
language hacks -shortcuts that make learning simple - that Benny mastered while learning his 11 languages and his
'speak from the start' method, you will crack the language code and exponentially increase your language abilities so
that you can get fluent faster. It's not magic. It's not a language gene. It's not something only "other people" can do. It's
about being smart with how you learn, learning what's indispensable, skipping what's not, and using what you've
learned to have real conversations in German from day one. The Method #LanguageHacking takes a modern approach
to language learning, blending the power of online social collaboration with traditional methods. It focuses on the
conversations that learners need to master right away, rather than presenting language in order of difficulty like most
courses. This means that you can have conversations immediately, not after years of study. Each of the 10 units
culminates with a speaking 'mission' that prepares you to use the language you've learned to talk about yourself.
Through the language hacker online learner community, you can share your personalized speaking 'missions' with
other learners - getting and giving feedback and extending your learning beyond the pages of the book . You don't need
to go abroad to learn a language any more.
In just minutes a day you'll pick up the German you need for everyday situations--from meeting and greeting people to
asking directions and handling simple business transactions. You'll learn basic vocabulary for directions, finding your
way, introductions, entertainment, dining, shopping, banking, using the telephone and mail services, medical help and
emergencies. Includes a cassette and pronunciation guide plus vocabulary cards and a pull-out bilingual dictionary.
Focus your German learning on the most frequently used verbs. Learn just the 100 verbs you need for everyday life to
talk about the past, the present and the future. One of the usual mistakes when learning a foreign language is that the
student has no priorities. All the unknown verbs get the same attention.Actually, to communicate you only need 100
verbs in any language. These verbs are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides
the ranking. In this book you�ll find the list. This book will provide you with the 100 verbs you have to learn first to get
around when traveling or interacting with German speaking people.The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion:
Past, Present and Future. No complications with the so many different conjugations and their weird names. Straight and
simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important verbs you have to learn to
master German! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
German: Fast Track Learning
20 Exciting Short Stories to Easily Learn German & Improve Your Vocabulary
Learn What You Already Know Identifying the 100 Most Frequent Similar Words in Both English and German With 400
Phrase Examples
Parallel Text Accounting and Finance (Short Stories) English - German
Travel English
Idioms Fast Track Learning for German Speakers; The 100 Most Used English Idioms With 600 Phrase Examples
English: Adjectives Fast Track Learning for German Speakers
Focus your English learning on the most frequently used words. Learn just the 1000 words you need for everyday life.One of the
usual mistakes when learning a foreign language is that the student has no priorities. All the unknown words get the same
attention.Actually, to communicate you only need 1000 words in any language. These words are the most frequently used and can
be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book you´ll find the list. This book will provide you with the 1000
words you have to learn first to get around when traveling or interacting with English speaking people.So, don't waste your time
and energy! Focus your effort on the most important words you have to learn to master your English! Purchase your copy and start
focusing your energy today!
Focus your German learning on the most frequently used adjectives. Learn just the 100 adjectives you need for everyday life. One
of the usual mistakes when learning a foreign language is that the student has no priorities. All the unknown adjectives get the
same attention.Actually, to communicate you only need 100 adjectives in any language. These adjectives are the most frequently
used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book youll find the list. This book will provide you
with the 100 adjectives you have to learn first to get around when traveling or interacting with German speaking people.The
phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the
most important adjectives you have to learn to master German! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
Benny Lewis, who speaks over ten languages—all self-taught—runs the largest language-learning blog in the world, Fluent In 3
Months. Lewis is a full-time "language hacker," someone who devotes all of his time to finding better, faster, and more efficient
ways to learn languages. Fluent in 3 Months: How Anyone at Any Age Can Learn to Speak Any Language from Anywhere in the
World is a new blueprint for fast language learning. Lewis argues that you don't need a great memory or "the language gene" to
learn a language quickly, and debunks a number of long-held beliefs, such as adults not being as good of language learners as
children.
If you speak English, focus your German learning on the most frequently used English idioms. Learn to communicate in German
the meaning of the 100 English idioms you need for everyday life. Actually, to communicate you only need to use the most used
100 English idioms. These idioms are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In
this book youll find the list. This book will provide you with the 100 English idioms you have to use first to get around when
traveling or interacting with German speaking people. The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. No complications.
Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important English idioms you need to
communicate to master your German! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
English
Verbs Fast Track Learning; the 100 Most Used German Verbs With 3600 Phrase Examples: Past, Present and Future
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50 German Conversations and Short Stories
Fast Track Learning from Phrasal Verbs. the 100 Most Used English Phrasal Verbs With 600 Phrase Examples
German Fast Track Learning for English Idioms
The 100 Most Used German Adverbs With 600 Phrase Examples.
Fluent in 3 Months
Are you an English speaking traveler? This book is the easy solution for a difficult problem: How to understand and being understood when
you travel through German speaking countries. Do you want to travel and get there when you need it? In this book you can find the word you
need by using a clickable table of contents that will lead you to phrase examples for the word you need to use. Or else, you can find the word
you need by searching the keyword in the "search and find" tab of your mobile device. Purchase your copy today and travel with ease and
elegance!
If you speak German, focus your technical English learning on the most frequently used words. Learn just the 100 words you need to know to
do your job. Learn just the 100 words you need to interact with engineers and technicians.Focus your technical English learning on the most
frequently used words. Actually, to communicate with engineers and technicians you only need to master the most used 100 technical
English words. These words can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book you�ll find the list.This book will provide
you with the 100 technical English words you have to use first when working or interacting with engineers and technicians. The phrases are
presented in a very simple fashion. No complications. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the
most important technical English words you have to understand to interact with engineers and technicians.Purchase your copy and start
focusing your energy today!
Focus your business German learning on the most frequently used business English words. Learn how to use in German the 100 business
English words you need for your work.Actually, to communicate in your office you only need to master the most used 100 business English
words. These words are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book you�ll find the
list. This book will provide you with the 100 business English words you have to use first when working or interacting with German speaking
people. The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. No complications. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy!
Focus your effort on the most important business English words you have to understand and use to master your German for business!
Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
If you speak English, you need to focus your German learning on the most frequently used English phrasal verbs. Learn how to communicate
in German the meaning of the 100 English phrasal verbs you need for everyday life. Actually, to communicate you only need to use the most
used 100 English phrasal verbs These idioms are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking.
Here you�ll find the list. This book will provide you with the 100 English phrasal verbs you have to use first to get around when traveling or
interacting with German speaking people. The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. No complications. Straight and simple. So,
don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important English phrasal verbs you have to express to master your German!
Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
Technical German - Fast Track Learning for English Speakers
Cognates Fast Track Learning for English Speakers: Learn What You Already Know Identifying the 100 Most Frequent Similar Words in Both
English and German with 400 Phrase Examples.
Conversational German Dialogues
Travel German Fast Track Learning for English Speakers
The 100 Most Used English Adjectives with 800 Phrase Examples
The Most Used 100 Words You Need to Get Around When Traveling in German Speaking Countries With 600 Phrase Examples.
Adverbs Fast Track Learning for German Speakers
Learning Business German (4) with parallel text is the most rewarding and effective method to learn a language. Existing vocabulary is refreshed, while
new vocabulary is instantly put into practice with a focus on Management. Our Accounting & Finance short stories evolve around Accounting & Finance
making the terms and phrases easier to remember in the learning process.Learning Business German with Parallel Text Recommended for beginners with a
good basis of German-, intermediate level learners and as a refreshers course. The stories have been written to keep the readers attention and are fun to read
for you to learn through your motivation.Our Business German books are also suitable for general learners of the German language.
If you speak English, focus your technical German learning on the most frequently used words. Learn just the 100 words you need to know to do your job.
Learn just the 100 words you need to interact with engineers and technicians.Focus your technical German learning on the most frequently used words.
Actually, to communicate with engineers and technicians you only need to master the most used 100 technical German words. These words can be defined
using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book you�ll find the list.This book will provide you with the 100 technical German words you have to
use first when working or interacting with engineers and technicians. The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. No complications. Straight and
simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important technical German words you have to understand to interact with
engineers and technicians.Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
If you speak English, focus your German learning on the most frequently used English proverbs. Learn how to understand the meaning of the 100 English
proverbs you need for everyday life. Actually, to communicate you only need to understand the most used 100 English proverbs. These proverbs are the
most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book you ́ll find the list. This book will provide you with the
100 English proverbs you have to use first to get around when traveling or interacting with English speaking people. The phrases are presented in a very
simple fashion. No complications. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important English proverbs you
have to understand to master German! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
If you speak German, you need to focus your English learning on the most frequently used English phrasal verbs. Learn how to understand the meaning of
the 100 English phrasal verbs you need for everyday life. Actually, to communicate you only need to use the most used 100 English phrasal verbs These
idioms are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. Here you�ll find the list. This book will provide you
with the 100 English phrasal verbs you have to use first to get around when traveling or interacting with English speaking people. The phrases are presented
in a very simple fashion. No complications. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important English
phrasal verbs you have to express to master your English! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
Fast Track Learning for German Speakers.: The 1000 Most Used Words with 3.000 Phrase Examples.
English Phrasal Verbs Fast Track Learning for German Speakers
English Proverbs Fast Track Learning for German Speakers
Learn German - Business German (4)
German - Fast Track Learning from English Proverbs
Learn German - Level 6: Lower Intermediate
Verbs Fast Track Learning for German Speakers. the 100 Most Used Englis: . If You Are a German Speaker and Want to Improve Your English This Book
Is for You

If you are a German speaker and want to improve your English, this book is for you. Focus your English learning on the
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most frequently used adverbs. Learn just the 100 adverbs you need for everyday life. One of the usual mistakes when
learning a foreign language is that the student has no priorities. All the unknown adverbs get the same attention. Actually,
to communicate you only need 100 adverbs in any language. These adverbs are the most frequently used and can be
defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book youll find the list. This book will provide you with the
100 adverbs you have to learn first to get around when traveling or interacting with English speaking people. The phrases
are presented in a very simple fashion. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on
the most important adverbs you have to learn to master English! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy
today!"
GermanFast Track Learning from Phrasal Verbs. the 100 Most Used English Phrasal Verbs With 600 Phrase
ExamplesCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Focus your German learning on the most frequently used adverbs. Learn just the 100 adverbs you need for everyday life.
One of the usual mistakes when learning a foreign language is that the student has no priorities. All the unknown adverbs
get the same attention.Actually, to communicate you only need 100 adverbs in any language. These adverbs are the
most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book you ll find the list.
This book will provide you with the 100 adverbs you have to learn first to get around when traveling or interacting with
German speaking people.The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your
time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important adverbs you have to learn to master German! Purchase your
copy and start focusing your energy today!
If you are German and want to improve your English you can focus your learning on the most frequently used adjectives.
Focus your English learning on the most frequently used adjectives. Learn just the 100 adjectives you need for everyday
life. One of the usual mistakes when learning a foreign language is that the student has no priorities. All the unknown
adjectives get the same attention. Actually, to communicate you only need 100 adjectives in any language. These
adjectives are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book
youll find the list. This book will provide you with the 100 adjectives you have to learn first to get around when traveling or
interacting with English speaking people. The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. Straight and simple. So,
don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important adjectives you have to learn to master
English! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!"
Fast Track Learning for German Speakers
The 1000 Most Used Words with 3. 000 Phrase Examples
Learn German - Level 8: Upper Intermediate
A Self-Teaching Guide
Fast Track Learning for German Speakers: The 100 Most Used English Business Words with 600 Phrase Examples.
German Short Stories for Beginners
The 100 Most Used English Proverbs With 600 Phrase Examples.
If you speak German, focus your English learning on the most frequently used English idioms. Learn to understand the meaning of the
100 English idioms you need for everyday life. Actually, to communicate you only need to use the most used 100 English idioms.
These idioms are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book you�ll find
the list. This book will provide you with the 100 English idioms you have to use first to get around when traveling or interacting with
English speaking people. The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. No complications. Straight and simple. So, don't waste
your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important English idioms you need to master your English! Purchase your copy
and start focusing your energy today!
Are you sick and tired of not being able to learn German fast? Have you tried endless other ways of learning German but nothing
seems to stick? Do you finally want to say goodbye to your tendency to 'forget most of what you've studied' and discover something
which works for you? If so, then you've come to the right place.
If you are a German speaker, focus your business English learning on the most frequently used words. Learn just the 100 words you
need to know to do your. Actually, to communicate in your office you only need to master the most used 100 business English words.
These words are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book you�ll find
the list. This book will provide you with the 100 business English words you have to use first when working or interacting with English
speaking people. The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. No complications. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your
time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important business English words you have to understand and use to master your
English for business! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
What is the most challenging thing about learning German? It's finding helpful and engaging reading material that you can actually
understand… That is precisely what motivated us to write this book. How is a student supposed to learn when language instructors
love providing materials that are tough expert-level literature with tons of grammar and rules? That style of book for new language
learners can be overwhelming, and lead you to flip back and forth between a dictionary and your book… constantly! Not an effective
use of your time nor the best way to learn. Is this how children learn their language skills? No. Enter German Stories for Beginners Vol.
1: You will find 10 easy-to-read, engaging, and fun stories that will help you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to
improve your grasp of the German language. Improve your comprehension, grow your vocabulary and spark your imagination with
these ten unconventional German short stories! All stories are written using vocabulary that you could easily use in your day-to-day
conversations. The stories are written with beginner German learners in mind. With that said, it is highly recommended to have a basic
understanding of German to achieve maximum enjoyment and effectiveness of the lessons. This program is excellent for those who
want to get an introduction to the language or brush up on their German language skills. How to Read German Short Stories for
Beginners: -Each story contains an important lesson in the German language involving an interesting and entertaining story with
realistic dialogues and day-to-day situations. -A summary in German and in English of what you just read, both to review the lesson
and for you to gauge your comprehension of what the tale was about. -At the end of those summaries, you'll be provided with a list of
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vocabulary found in the lesson, as well as phrases that you may not have understood the first time! -Finally, you'll be given clever
comprehension questions in German, so you can prove that you learned something in the stories. Even if you have tried multiple times
to learn German these short stories will give you the jumpstart you need to finally grasp the language! Act now and grab your copy of
German Short Stories and start learning the fun way!
Business German
The 100 Most Used English Idioms With 600 Phrase Examples
Business English
Learn German - Level 4: Beginner
Fast German with Elisabeth Smith (Coursebook)
German
Fast Track Learning for English Speakers. the 100 Most Used English Business Words With 600 Phrase Examples

If you speak German, focus your English learning on the most frequently used English
proverbs. Learn how to understand the meaning of the 100 English proverbs you need for
everyday life. Actually, to communicate you only need to understand the most used 100 English
proverbs. These proverbs are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm
that provides the ranking. In this book you ́ll find the list. This book will provide you with the
100 English proverbs you have to use first to get around when traveling or interacting with
English speaking people. The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. No
complications. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on
the most important English proverbs you have to understand to master English! Purchase your
copy and start focusing your energy today!
German A Self-Teaching Guide Learn German at your own pace Sprechen Sie Deutsch? Now
you can learn how--quickly and easily--with a practical guide that gives you the tools you need
to speak and understand German. Completely revised and updated with applications of the
newGerman spelling rules, this user-friendly guide provides you with the basic vocabulary and
grammar you need to start speaking German right away. It includes more than 1,000 of the
most frequently used words in both German-English and English-German lists, clear
explanations of German grammatical structures, entertaining mini-dialogues from real-life
situations that demonstrate modern usage, and cultural notes that give fresh insight into
contemporary German society. Like all Self-Teaching Guides, German allows you to build
gradually on what you have learned--at your own pace. Questions and self-tests reinforce the
information in each chapter and allow you to skip ahead or focus on specific areas of concern.
Packed with useful, up-to-date information, this clear, concise volume is a valuable learning
tool and reference source for anyone who wants to improve his or her understanding of basic
German. See inside for CD and audiocassette ordering information.
When you're learning a new language, a cognate is an easy word to remember because it looks
and means the same thing as a word you already know. For example, "accent" in English means
the same as "Akzent" in German. A word is cognate with another if both derive from the same
word in an ancestral language. In the case both coming from the Latin word "accentus,"
meaning "tone, signal or intensity" Focus your English learning on the most frequently used
cognates. Learn what you already know. One of the usual mistakes when learning a foreign
language is that the student has no priorities. All the unknown words get the same attention.
It makes a lot of sense to identify and focus your learning on the words you are already
familiar with. In this book, youll find the list of the most used cognate words. Using an
algorithm that provides the ranking, this book will provide you with the 100 most frequent
cognate words you have to learn first to get around when traveling or interacting with English
speaking people. The example phrases are presented in a very simple fashion. No
complications. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on
the most important cognates you have to learn to master your English! Purchase your copy and
start focusing your energy today!
If you speak German and want to improve your English, this book is for you. Focus your
English learning on the most frequently used words. Learn just the 1000 words you need for
everyday life. One of the usual mistakes when learning a foreign language is that the student
has no priorities. All the unknown words get the same attention. Actually, to communicate you
only need 1000 words in any language. These words are the most frequently used and can be
defined using an algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book youll find the list. This book
will provide you with the 1000 words you have to learn first to get around when traveling or
interacting with English speaking people. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus your
effort on the most important words you have to learn to master your English! Purchase your
copy and start focusing your energy today!"
Fast Track Learning for German Speakers: The Most Used 100 Words You Need When
Traveling in English Speaking Countries with 600 Phrase Examples.
The 100 Most Frequent German Technical Words Used by Engineers and Technicians With 600
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Phrase Examples
10 Exciting Short Stories to Easily Learn German & Improve Your Vocabulary
How Anyone at Any Age Can Learn to Speak Any Language from Anywhere in the World
How to Learn German Fast, Including Grammar, Short Stories and Useful Phrases when in
Germany
Adjectives Fast Track Learning
Learn German the Fast and Fun Way
Focus your English learning on the most frequently used verbs. Learn just the 100 verbs you need
for everyday life to talk about the past, the present and the future. One of the usual mistakes
when learning a foreign language is that the student has no priorities. All the unknown verbs
get the same attention. Actually, to communicate you only need 100 verbs in any language. These
verbs are the most frequently used and can be defined using an algorithm that provides the
ranking. In this book youll find the list. This book will provide you with the 100 verbs you
have to learn first to get around when traveling or interacting with English speaking people.
The phrases are presented in a very simple fashion: Past, Present and Future. No complications
with the so many different conjugations and their weird names. Straight and simple. So, don't
waste your time and energy! Focus your effort on the most important verbs you have to learn to
master English! Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!"
The 100 Most Used English Proverbs With 600 Phrase Examples
Volume 1: Lessons 1-25
The 100 Most Used English Phrasal Verbs With 600 Phrase Examples
Language Hacking German
English - Cognates Fast Track Learning for German Speakers
Learn German - Level 5: Upper Beginner
1001 Easy German Phrases
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